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FM 25-100 *Training the Force, 1988*, with its “how to” manual, FM 25-101 *Battle Focused Training*, 1990, have proven successful in preparing the Army for conventional warfare as demonstrated by the Army’s superior performance during Operation DESERT STORM in 1991. Since then, the Army reduced size and changed structure, while the number of missions increased. Presidential Review Directive (PRD) 13 (1993) and Presidential Decision Directive (PDD) 25 (1994) broadened the Army’s scope of responsibilities and involved the nation in an ever-increasing range of Stability and Support Operations (SASO). Though the Army is heavily committed to SASOs, current training doctrine does not address training management for SASO missions.

National Security Strategy requires the US Army to be prepared to rapidly deploy to two near-simultaneous conventional wars along with a variety of smaller stability and support operations. Since the end of the Cold War, ethnic and religious nationalism has generated increased conflicts and human suffering worldwide. US interests abroad, with active participation in the United Nations and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, have resulted in increased deployments and participation by the US Army in SASO missions. Since the end of the Cold War, the Army has been reduced to ten Active Component divisions while the number of deployments has increased.

FM 25-100 and 101 provide a systemic formula designed to sustain unit training and readiness for conventional warfighting. Using this doctrine, units identify their most essential “go to war” tasks and design training programs that train and sustain these tasks. Known as the “band of excellence,” divisions are either training or executing combat-oriented tasks in support of National Security Policy requirements. SASO missions conflict with training doctrine. Some SASOs sustain warfighting tasks; Bosnia SASOs do not. Divisions deploying to Bosnia cannot sustain Major Theater War tasks and therefore are incapable of meeting the “rapid” deployment requirement directed by the National Command Authorities. Bosnia SASOs seem the most demanding because they require significant post-deployment reorganization and render units incapable of performing their MTW mission for almost two years. These issues suggest that Army divisions involved in SASOs can no longer sustain training readiness within the “band of excellence.”
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INTRODUCTION

Army units must be prepared to accomplish their wartime missions by frequent sustainment training on critical tasks; they cannot rely on infrequent "peaking" to the appropriate level of wartime proficiency ... sustainment training enables units to operate in a "band of excellence."

FM 25-100, *Training the Force*, November 1988

Training provides a foundation for success in military operations. Well-trained units normally succeed in battle when confronted by less-well trained forces. Training must also reflect the Army's warfighting doctrine. As an example, during the Normandy invasion, the US 90th Infantry Division (ID) suffered extreme casualties due to a mixture of leadership, tactics, and training deficiencies. The 90th ID was prepared to fight using basic individual and collective infantry tasks. They did not focus their training efforts against the seasoned German infantryman defending the rugged hedgerows of Normandy; the 90th ID failed to adequately focus their training. There exists an inseparable bond between fighting and training doctrine. United States Army doctrine should focus on future conflicts incorporating current and projected technologies. Warfighting doctrine should be adaptive, anticipative, and reactive to new circumstances and the ideas of a changing world. When an army's warfighting doctrine changes, its training doctrine should also change.

The US Army facilitates change in warfighting and training doctrine through a series of field manuals (FM). Field Manual 100-5 *Operations* tells the Army "how to fight"; Field Manual 25-100 *Training the Force* tells the Army how
to train for these fights. The Army published its last Cold War-version of FM 100-5 in 1986. The 1993 and 2000 versions have and will continue to emphasize a full spectrum of noncontiguous missions in accordance with US Code Title 10 (Armed Forces).³ The Army published its first comprehensive training manual, FM 25-100, in 1988. With the end of the Cold War, and an increase in noncontiguous missions, there has been no corresponding change in training doctrine.

Field Manual 25-100, with its "how to" manual FM 25-101 Battle Focused Training, 1990, have proven successful in preparing the Army for conventional warfare as demonstrated by its superior performance during Operation DESERT STORM in 1991. Since then, the Army reduced size and changed structure, while the number of missions increased. Presidential Review Directive (PRD) 13 (1993) and Presidential Decision Directive (PDD) 25 (1994) broadened the Army's scope of responsibilities and involved the nation in an ever-increasing range of Stability and Support Operations (SASO).⁴ The FM 25 series of training manuals does not address preparation for SASO, though the Army is heavily committed to these missions.

Today's Army must train for a wide range of tactical missions. The Army uses Corps to translate the National Command Authorities' (NCA) guidance into tactical operations.⁵ Army divisions execute these tactical operations. The division structure provides a self-supporting organization for both training and sustainment. Divisions establish Mission Essential Task Lists (METL) focused on conventional operations that do not include SASO.⁶ Though committed to
specific war plans, mechanized divisions continue to conduct SASO operations. Several concepts and procedures within current training doctrine remain relevant, yet these manuals do not incorporate SASO training doctrine and philosophy. Some SASOs degrade the division's warfighting capabilities. Specifically, given the increase in SASO missions, how will units achieve and maintain the band of excellence? Once a unit receives a SASO mission, can it also execute its Major Theater of Wars (MTW) mission? This research effort focuses on a mechanized division's ability to maintain MTW-training readiness when tasked to conduct SASO missions.

Field Manuals 25-100 and 101 offer nine principles of training that provide a measurable standard to determine if a unit can perform its wartime mission. Of the nine principles of training, sustainment training is the most significant because it determines the unit's level of METL proficiency. Companies and above design METL based on war plans and external directives. Sustainment training is the essential step that allows units to plan and resource training to achieve either a "Needs Practice (P)" or "Trained (T)" on each mission-essential task. If the unit has never attempted to train a certain task, that task receives an "Untrained (U)" rating. Training doctrine acknowledges the fact that units cannot maintain a continuous "P" or "T" status. Due to personnel turbulence, leadership changes, new equipment fielding, and challenges, units will experience certain highs and lows in overall readiness. Therefore, doctrine suggests that units maintain a certain level of readiness or band of excellence with training focused on "U"- and "P"- rated tasks. These tasks are normally collective tasks trained
This research paper argues that SASO missions reduce conventional MELT tasks below the "P" level because such missions, with few exceptions, do not provide sufficient sustainment-training opportunities.\(^7\)

To establish a foundation for this study, chapter 1 examines and reviews the impact of history and theory on current training doctrine. The concepts behind FM 25-100 evolved from a series of wartime experiences; however, the greatest impact on doctrine came from the Army's World War II experiences, from mobilization through rigorous fighting in Western Europe in 1944. This chapter also shows the evolution of training doctrine from the battlefields of World War II to the present.\(^8\)

Chapter 2 introduces a series of national directives, strategy, and doctrine that guides Army missions and commitments. Planners and doctrine writers must consider national security strategy, directives, military strategy, and other requirements that affect the division's ability to sustain training proficiency. US Code Title 10, presidential directives, the Joint Strategic Capabilities Plan (JSCP), and other directives have a major impact on training focus. Each of these directives broadens the scope of possible Army missions. Units must achieve proficiency on a full range of training tasks in order to maintain readiness for its MTW missions under the JSCP. SASO missions stress the current training system because these operations introduce different training objectives. This chapter further defines the problem of how to sustain readiness between MTW and SASO missions.
The next portion of this research paper conducts a case study analysis of mechanized divisions that have completed SASO missions. Chapter 3 shows how SASOs impact maneuver units. Chapter 4 focuses on how SASOs affect staff sections. Mechanized units experience significant challenges when training for stability operations because most of these missions remove them from their primary weapon systems and doctrinal missions. For example, an armor unit normally spends more than fifty percent of its training funds on gunnery and gunnery related tasks; however, units rotating to Bosnia have little time or resources to support such training. A final review assesses the relevance of the band of excellence as a primary portion of the Army's training doctrine from now through the start of the next millennium.

CHAPTER 1

Doctrinal History of Training

The first battle of our next war could well be its last battle: belligerents could be quickly exhausted, and international pressures to stop fighting could bring about an early cessation of hostilities.... Today the US Army must above all else, prepare to win the first battle of the next war.

FM 100-5, Operations, 1976

There are specific events and individuals in history who have contributed to changes in both warfighting and training doctrine. Such changes are usually associated with the aftermath of war, a change in theory, the introduction of new technology, or a combination of all or some of these events. Change is difficult,
especially in a normally conservative organization like the Army. When faced with a different enemy, environment, or conflict, the Army must adjust its training philosophy to achieve success. This chapter will show how the Army learned from its World War II deficiencies and developed a more efficient training philosophy from lessons learned fighting the Germans in World War II. These ideas remained dormant throughout the Korean and Vietnam Wars. However, following the Vietnam War, the US Army changed both theory and warfighting doctrine with a corresponding change in training philosophy. Under the leadership of General William DePuy and other significant military leaders, the Army developed a comprehensive training formula that would eventually bring success during DESERT STORM in 1991.

The goal of the Army’s first warfighting manual since the Vietnam War was to design a doctrinal fighting concept that would lead the Army into the 21st Century. Although the Army had developed conventional doctrine at the tactical level, there was no clear operational concept designed to defeat large Soviet armies. According to historian Paul Herbert, DePuy was the primary force behind publishing FM 100-5. As commander of the newly formed Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC), DePuy supervised the development of FM 100-5, Operations, which in 1976 introduced the concept of Airland Battle. This manual became a guide for acquisition, training, and force structure designed to direct the Army away from the low-intensity, dismounted operations used in Vietnam to the high-intensity, mechanized warfare foreseen in Europe.
DePuy's theories and World War II experiences were major factors in changing both warfighting and training doctrine.

DePuy theorized that the Army should be prepared to fight sudden, unexpected localized conflicts using a smaller force. DePuy's World War II experiences made him distrustful of mass mobilizations and specifically the abbreviated training associated with mass call-ups. FM 100-5 (1976) stated:

The [US] could find itself in a short, intense war—the outcome of which may be dictated by the results of initial combat. This circumstance is unprecedented: we are an Army historically unprepared for its first battle. We are accustomed to victory wrought with the weight of materiel and population brought to bear after the onset of hostilities.14

DePuy believed future conflicts would require instant readiness. Under the older concept of full-scale mobilization, military schools, for example, trained leaders to perform at up to two grades higher.15 To develop a small volunteer force ready to deploy instantly and fight against superior numbers, training doctrine would have to produce officers and soldiers who were ready to fight at their current grade immediately. Likewise, units could no longer expect six months to a year of preparation time prior to fighting. Unit training would focus on go-to-war tasks, and units would have to be proficient before the conflict developed.16

DePuy acquired a firm belief in training from the challenges he experienced while fighting in World War II with the 90th ID. John Colby, in his book, War From the Ground Up, states that the 90th ID suffered more from bad leadership than from insufficient training.17 As a new second lieutenant in January 1943, Colby felt that the division “had been well trained by the standards of its day.”18 Activated on March 25, 1942 at Camp Bareley, Texas, the 90th ID
also trained at Camp Roberts, California, and in the Mojave Desert. They were proficient in basic tactics such as extended order drill, village fighting, and reacting to enemy artillery.\textsuperscript{19} Although Colby targets leadership as the primary deficiency in the division, it was more a lack of training for these leaders that led to the high casualties and multiple dismissals of key leaders between 1944 and 1945.

The 90th ID early received the distinction of being a "problem division."\textsuperscript{20} Its mission was to attack through the beachhead line held by the 82d Airborne Division on June 9, 1944 directly into the Cotentin Peninsula, the infamous hedgerows for which Allied planners had made little preparations. DePuy served as battalion, then regimental operations officer, before assuming command of the 1st Battalion, 357th Infantry Regiment. Facing strong German defenses, the lead battalion recoiled under its first enemy fire. By the end of that day the division had advanced only two kilometers, and the 357th Infantry Regiment suffered 99 casualties.\textsuperscript{21} Overall, during the first six weeks of combat, the 90th lost 100 percent of its soldiers and 150 percent of its officers. In rifle companies, such losses translated to between 200 and 400 percent of infantry soldiers.\textsuperscript{22} Because of extremely high casualties, Lieutenant General J. Lawton "Lightning Joe" Collins, the corps commander, relieved the division commander along with two regimental commanders during this period. After two additional months of chaotic battles, Collins relieved the second division commander.\textsuperscript{23}

DePuy based the division's challenges primarily on readiness, which translated to leadership, tactics, and training. DePuy agreed that leadership was
a significant problem, however lack of effective training led directly to the division's high casualty rate. Further, the leadership issues that Colby and DePuy cite show a mixture of character and training flaws. DePuy describes the actions of one of three battalion commanders:

[Lester] was a despicable punk from the Illinois National Guard—he had given ample evidence of his character continuously during the two years before Normandy. Upon issuing his order for the first attack of the war he went to the aid station, turned himself in and was evacuated. He was pursued by the authorities and reduced to enlisted rank.24

On multiple occasions, commanders ordered frontal attacks that caused severe casualties. DePuy salvaged two crucial training lessons that he noted as key deficiencies in their pre-war training plan:

[What we finally learned, which is what all seasoned soldiers finally learn, is not to attack them where they are. Find a hole, go through that hole and get in their rear, and then the whole bloody thing would collapse. Then you'd have them in the open. That's the kind of thing I wished we had learned during the two years we were in training in the United States and during the three months we were training in England....25

The second most significant training deficiency was that soldiers of the 90th ID did not comprehend the use of small-arms suppressive fire.

[Almost all suppression was done by indirect-fire weapons. Very little suppression was done by small arms. Occasionally we would use our heavy machine guns. People thought first about mortars and artillery, then heavy machine guns, and finally light machine guns. Really they didn't think much about using riflemen for maneuvering and sharpshooting. The M-1 rifle was a precision weapon but there were no precision targets.26

DePuy analyzed the lessons of World War II, the Korean and Vietnam Wars, and the observations of the 1973 Arab-Israeli War to publish a new warfighting
doctrine in 1976. Referring to training practices during the Korean and Vietnam Wars, Herbert stated:

> While these wars did not require mobilization on the scale of World War II, the training for soldiers in both conflicts was much the same as for their World War II elders; large numbers of conscripts being hustled through a series of exercises in which minimum competence was the goal.27

In 1973, DePuy directed Deputy Chief of Staff for Training Brigadier General Paul F. Gorman to rewrite the Army’s training manuals.28 This project began with a series of training bulletins and circulars published by the various centers and schools. Each manual described a single, specific tactical function. Individual schools published their own manuals and distributed them throughout the Army. Each manual captured DePuy’s ideas about tactical operations.29 This feedback generated the Army Training and Evaluation Program (ARTEP). The ARTEP listed all of the critical tasks that a combat unit had to perform, but it did not allow units to choose their tasks; units had to train on each task based on the unit type. The manual provided specific tasks, conditions, and standards that measured readiness; however, the ARTEP did not apply a system to prioritize unit tasks.30 Commanders attempted to gain proficiency on each task without regard to the unit’s wartime mission. Another key contributor to the current training doctrine was General Carl E. Vuono.

Throughout his career, Vuono sought to improve training doctrine. He directed the Army away from training inspections and encouraged commanders to measure the effects of training instead of inspecting the trainer. Vuono established the “Principles of Training” which first appeared in FM s 25-1 through
25-5. Vuono continued to support the creation of training doctrine throughout several key assignments with both TRADOC and the Pentagon. He also wrote the preface and signed FM 25-100 while serving as Army Chief of Staff, which shows the level of significance he placed on Army training.31

TRADOC published FM 100-5, *Operations*, in 1976 after three years of development. The 1986 version was the final edition of the Cold War era. Field Manual 25-100 (1988) and FM 25-101 (1990), with a suite of mission training plans (MTPs) finally replaced the ARTEP manual as the Army’s single comprehensive training doctrine. Armed with both a fighting and training doctrine, the Army was postured to fight a large-scale, conventional war employing corps and divisions.

DePuy had translated his challenging experiences with the 90th ID into a more efficient warfighting and training doctrine. The time was right for change in that the Vietnam War was in decline and the nation was ready to concentrate on its most dangerous foe, the Soviet Union. From the hedgerows of World War II, DePuy learned that training should focus on the specific enemy and environment in which units expected to fight. He challenged the Army to build units that were ready to perform immediately because future conflicts would be quick and would not allow time for mass mobilizations. He directed Army schools to graduate officers and soldiers prepared to perform at their current rank because there would be very little train-up time. Vuono provided principles to manage and focus training doctrine. After the Vietnam War and during the Cold War, the US Army changed its doctrine and corresponding training strategy. This
combination of theory, training, and doctrine proved successful during DESERT STORM in 1991.

The end of the Cold War has generated another opportunity for change. Since the fall of the Soviet Union and the dissolution of the Warsaw Pact, the United States has no primary foe. With the dissolution of the Warsaw Pact came a surge of new and emerging nation states. Such tensions have led to human rights violations and general turbulence around the world, which the US, with the UN and NATO have attempted to resolve. The NCA focuses Army assets toward MTWs because these areas are the most dangerous and most critical to US interests. However, the NCA has also committed the Army to a series of peacekeeping operations or SASOs which will likely continue into the 21st Century. The Army's greatest challenge will be to maintain its MTW readiness while SASOs increase. To achieve success in both areas, the Army must review its training doctrine to determine if it is still relevant for today's missions. Chapter 2 will review the laws, policies, directives, and other guidelines that direct the Army to sustain capabilities in both MTW and SASO commitments.

CHAPTER 2

The MTW vs SASO Dilemma

Today, as in 1899, the fundamental business of the Army is to fight and win our nation's wars. Warfighting remains job number 1.

General Eric K. Shinseki, Chief of Staff, US Army, October 12, 1999
The NCA requires the Army to sustain a near-simultaneous dual-MTW capability along with a variety of SASO missions. While MTWs represent the greatest challenge to US interests, SASOs represent the largest and fastest growing category of deployments. US Code Title 10 and the National Security Strategy provide ample guidance to direct MTW sustainment training. However, increased SASO deployments compete for training time and other resources that reduce METL proficiency and, therefore, MTW readiness. Under current warfighting doctrine, divisions sustain only MTW METL tasks. As SASOs increase, MTW readiness will decrease, which presents a significant challenge to Army planners. The collective body of guidance demands that units sustain a wide and expanding range of capabilities in order to accomplish current and future force commitments. This chapter will review the laws, policies, and possible solutions to this training dilemma.

US Code Title 10 forms the lawful foundation for the Army's existence and gives the Army a combat-oriented mission along with related stability and support tasks. Four primary paragraphs provide a general description of the Army's mission, composition, and peacetime organization. Paragraph (a), bullets 2 and 3, are the only portion of the document that applies to SASOs.

(a) It is the intent of Congress to provide an Army that is capable, in conjunction with the other armed forces, of-
(1) preserving the peace and security, and providing for the defense of the [US], the Territories, Commonwealths, and possessions, and any areas occupied by the [US];
(2) supporting the national policies;
(3) implementing the national objectives; and
(4) overcoming any nations responsible for aggressive acts that imperil the peace and security of the [US].
However, paragraph (b) states;

It shall be organized, trained, and equipped primarily for prompt and sustained combat incident to operations on land. It is responsible for the preparation of land forces necessary for the effective prosecution of war.36

The words “prompt and sustained combat” imply that the Army must remain ready to deploy “promptly” to fight conventional wars. Prior to 1991, Army policy focused on conventional combat operations; however, with the dissolution of the Soviet Union, US military policy shifted toward stability and support operations.

In 1992, President George Bush declared that the US would increase its support of UN commitments by expanding its participation in SASO missions.37 During the Cold War, the US limited participation in SASOs to logistical and transportation support, along with occasional observer missions. During the summer of 1992, the Bush Administration concluded that a limited role was no longer sufficient. Bush revealed his new policy in a speech to the UN General Assembly on September 21, 1992. Bush said, “In as much as the UN has done, it can do more.”38 He stated that peace keeping operations (PKOs) would need “better equipment and training...at the national level, [along with] enhanced interoperability, planning and training of multinational peacekeeping forces.”39 In 1993, President Bill Clinton continued to support an expanded role for US forces in SASO.40 In May 1994, Clinton approved Presidential Decision Directive (PDD) 25, which extended but did not radically alter Bush’s original policy. PDD 25 provided guidance for carefully selecting circumstances under which the US
would commit forces to SASOs. PDD 25 emerged as the first comprehensive statement articulating US policy toward multilateral peace operations. 41

Though current policy supports worldwide SASO missions, the yearly National Security Strategy demands that US forces remain prepared for high-intensity MTWs, placing SASO missions second in priority. The military portion of the National Security Strategy provides an annual policy focus for the military, which the president signs. The 1998 version concentrated more on MTWs with only casual references to SASOs. The strategy referred to human rights violations, support of NATO, and other wide-ranging circumstances that may involve the US in stability operations. However, in reference to MTWs the National Security Strategy specifically states:

[F]ighting and winning major theater wars is the ultimate test of our Total Force—a test at which we must always succeed. For the foreseeable future, the [US] must remain able to deter and defeat large-scale, cross-border aggression in two distant theaters. 42

In terms of how to train and prepare for these contingencies, the policy identifies three primary requirements for the armed forces. Forces should remain ready, and prepared to fight in noncontiguous environments and maintain the ability to transition from noncontiguous and other limited conflicts to fight MTWs.

[O]ur military must also be able to transition to fighting major theater wars from a posture of global engagement—from substantial levels of peacetime engagement overseas as well multiple concurrent small-scale contingencies. [T]he [US] must accept a degree of risk associated with withdrawing from contingency operations and engagement activities in order to reduce the greater risk incurred [by not responding] adequately to [MTWs]. 43
Here Clinton presents both MTW and SASO missions as competing contingencies, with priority to the MTW. The key point in both types of conflict resolution is that forces must sustain the capability for timely execution of both missions.

To meet this challenge, the forces that would be first to respond to an act of aggression are kept at full readiness, and the forces that follow them are kept at a level that supports their being ready to deploy and go into action when called for in the operations plan.

Title 10 and the National Security Strategy imply that the Army must sustain its MTW proficiency as a higher priority over SASO. However, a series of presidential speeches and decision directives have made SASO a useful strategic capability. SASO missions directly influence and/or support global US interests. Though MTWs have a higher priority, the Army must be capable of executing both. The first post-Cold War doctrinal peacekeeping manual, FM 100-23, *Peace Operations* (December 1994) provides a solid description of how units should manage training from the beginning to the conclusion of SASO deployments.

FM 100-23 states: “[T]raining and preparation for peace operations should not detract from a unit’s primary mission of training soldiers to fight and win in combat.” FM 100-23 considers peace operations as a logical extension of war and further states that a unit’s METL should not include peace operations. However, the manual acknowledges the need for SASO-oriented training; it suggests a four- to -six week training period for units to prepare for SASO
deployments. Pre-deployment training should include subjects that adjust the soldier's attitude from MTW to a SASO focus, which includes rules of engagement (ROE), mine clearing, observation, reporting, patrolling, and other peacekeeping functions. The manual also suggests that units conduct this training at combat training centers (CTC) or execute the training at the unit's home station using a mobile training team (MTT). During this period, units no longer train for their MTW METL. Instead they re-focus training efforts from MTW to SASO. Time permitting, the manual suggests that units attempt to maintain combat readiness by training their METL during the SASO; however, collective maneuver training is extremely difficult to execute in most SASO environments due to mission constraints and limitations. For example, units must restrict training exercises out of concern for alarming the local population or the parties in conflict. Once complete, units re-deploy and execute a lengthy reintegration period designed to regain MTW METL proficiency.

Post-operations training must re-orient the soldier to the unit's wartime METL. This process represents a significant change in orientation for the unit. Commanders must allocate sufficient resources and time for training to achieve collective and individual standards. Unit commanders must also allocate the resources for refresher training. Perhaps the most significant resource is time. Based on a study by the Arroyo Center of the Rand Corporation, combat support (CS) and combat service support (CSS) units may require up to three months to recover from SASO deployments. Combat arms units may require up to twelve months to reorganize and reach METL proficiency. Such training must
redevelop skills that have remained dormant throughout the SASO deployment. Once complete, the commander should provide a METL assessment to determine if the unit has regained the skills necessary to return the unit to a wartime-ready status.

Based on current training and readiness doctrine, units are technically unable to perform an MTW mission while engaged in the preparation, execution, or recovery from a SASO mission. There is obviously a prolonged stand-down time during which the unit prepares for and executes the deployment. This fact violates the "prompt and sustained combat" directive from Title 10 and the band of excellence standard because units are essentially "untrained" or "U" in certain, if not all, METL tasks upon redeployment. During this period, how does the Army compensate for simultaneous conflicts specified by the National Security Strategy? Officers assigned to rewrite FM 100-5 in 1999, known as the "100-5 Writing Team" offer a possible solution to this problem.

Field Manual 100-5, "Training Concept Paper, 1999" presented four possible training strategies designed to prepare the Army for both MTW and SASO missions. The writing team suggested that the fourth course of action (COA) was the best. COA 4 stated that all units should achieve and maintain competency on a basic set of common core tasks until formally tasked with a specific MTW or SASO mission. The challenge to this solution is that units must receive the mission with sufficient time to prepare. Once officially ordered, the unit trains on those tasks specific to that operation.
The concept paper presented five types of missions or "missions sets" for current and future Army missions: (1) High End, Decisive Operations; (2) Entry Operations; (3) Deter/Contain Crisis; (4) Peace Operations; (5) Humanitarian Assistance. The writing team also used four assumptions: (a) units require METL tasks to focus training and resources; (2) The METL development process remains valid; (3) Army end strength will not increase; (4) the Army will continue to use early entry light forces, strike forces, and mechanized/armored heavy forces. They presented three other COAs that failed the feasibility test because each one either violated the MTW requirement, the instant deployment requirement, or both. However COA 4, which advocates maintaining corps competencies and training up for MTW or SASO missions, also requires a certain amount of time for training, which makes it equally unfeasible.52

Another significant challenge to SASO operations is that mechanized divisions, in most cases, will not use their primary weapon systems in SASO missions. Some stability operations have and will continue to require heavy forces in a mechanized role such as in Somalia and the ongoing Central Command Exercise in Kuwait. However most SASOs do not require mechanized weapon systems. This concept adds a greater training and sustainment challenge to mechanized units conducting SASOs. Field Manual 71-100, Division Operations, provides the doctrinal missions and capabilities of a mechanized division. According to FM 71-100, a division is a large Army organization that trains and fights as a tactical team; it is largely self-sustaining and capable of independent operations. Armored and mechanized divisions
have highly mobile and protective weapon systems. Divisions usually engage in tactical-level warfare; they fight battles and engagements within the context of operational-level campaign plans. Division-level tactics involve the movement and positioning of maneuver forces on the battlefield in relation to the enemy. They also mass combat power and provide logistic support for divisional forces before, during, and following engagements. Divisions may be involved in conflicts ranging from fighting an emerging super power, a hostile regional power, or a less sophisticated, insurgent force. Given the doctrinal missions of mechanized divisions, there are significant sustainment challenges involved when mechanized divisions conduct SASOs.

The most recent change in the Army's method of supporting SASO missions is to allow more Reserve Component (RC) units to participate. On October 26, 1999, the Army announced its plan to rotate Active Component (AC) and RC units for service in Bosnia as part of the NATO Stabilization Force. Continental United States (CONUS)-based AC and RC units will form peacekeeping teams that will rotate to Bosnia for from 6 to 12 months using a single, integrated structure under either an AC or RC division headquarters. This plan increases the Army's readiness by ultimately decreasing the number of AC soldiers and units involved in SASOs. The AC/RC peacekeeping teams will be successful only if RC units can attain METL proficiency. Based on warfighting capabilities, a prerequisite for SASOs, RC units will likely spend more time training with their AC counterpart. If not, the AC unit will provide the brunt of combat troops while the RC provides more staff, CS, and CSS personnel. The
Army must be prepared to spend more resources training the RC if this plan is to succeed. If not, SASOs will continue to degrade AC readiness.

So far, it is clear the Army must prepare to execute both MTWs and SASO missions equally well. Assuming the amount of available resources will not increase, mechanized divisions will continue to perform these operations. They will also experience difficulties sustaining combat or MTW related skills while deployed to a SASO environment. Therefore, a unit will become “untrained” throughout the duration of most SASO missions. This analysis illustrates the challenge of sustaining MTW capabilities while conducting multiple and complex SASO missions with limited resources. A challenge to the Army and strategic planners is to figure out how the Army will sustain training readiness in accordance with FM 25-100 while meeting the most likely and the most dangerous Army commitments.

The next portion of this paper analyzes sustainment training challenges from the perspective of mechanized divisions that have recently performed SASO missions in Bosnia.

CHAPTER 3

How SASOs Impact Mechanized Maneuver Divisions Units

Leadership at the tank commander and tank gunner level has increased tremendously. Take a tank gunner, for example. Normally a sergeant, he has the huge responsibility to squeeze the trigger on an Abrams 120-mm gun, but he is really a technical guy. The tank commander is the leader. Here in Bosnia, we have been able to develop those tank gunners into better leaders. We are going to take back with us increased discipline, cohesion and teamwork because this environment increases those things. If you
have discipline and cohesion, you can do anything. As far as combat readiness goes, all we need to do is sharpen our technical ability on the Abrams when we get back and do just a little bit on maneuver and --boom--we would be on top of it, ready to roll.

Major General Kevin Byrnes, Commander, 1st Cavalry Division, April 1999

Today's Army leaders remain confident in the current training doctrine. In a 1st Cavalry Division slide briefing titled "Post-Bosnia Return to Readiness," the first comment on the "Lessons Learned" slide was "Army training doctrine works." However, the Center for Army Lessons Learned (CALL) reported the following adjustment to training doctrine:

Nevertheless, Field Manuals 25-100 and 25-101 were the cornerstone documents for training management and developing the training strategy. Because Task Force Eagle had entered the sustainment phase of the operation, US training doctrine could be applied in a broad context. Task Force Eagle essentially took what doctrine said for peacetime and adjusted it to the operational environment. Nonetheless, the planning and execution of training required manipulation of the doctrine to correspond with [Mission, Enemy, Terrain and Weather, Troops Available, and Time] conditions.

According to CALL, training doctrine may not be applicable in the SASO environment; therefore, commanders must adjust training doctrine. Commanders involved in SASO missions have declared the current training philosophy a reliable guide to training for and executing SASOs. Upon redeployment, commanders rely on current training doctrine as a guide to retrain the unit's MTW METL. However, commanders may not realize that the entire SASO training concept, from preparation to reintegration, is a "peaking" process, which FM 25-100, through sustainment doctrine, tried to eliminate. Meanwhile,
in support of national policy, the Army may not be capable of providing adequate forces to meet MTW requirements.

Assuming the Army's ten active-duty divisions along with 15 enhanced brigades of the Army National Guard, have a designated wartime focus, these divisions must train and prepare for immediate deployment and war in those areas. In a recent speech Shinseki, provided a timeline for future deployments:

[With the right technological solutions, we intend to transform the Army, all components, into a standard design with interned [Command, Control, Communication, Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance], and Reconnaissance packages that allow us to put a combat capable brigade anywhere in the world in 96 hours once we have received execute liftoff, a division on the ground in 120 hours, and five divisions in 30 days.]

Without significant changes to the current structure, the Army will struggle to meet these standards. For example, SASO missions such as those in Bosnia affect up to three divisions at once. When a unit receives notification, it spends up to six months reorganizing and training for the rotation. While one unit is preparing to go, the current peacekeeping unit is approximately midway through its twelve-month rotation in the Bosnia Area of Responsibility (AOR). Meanwhile a third division has redeployed and completed approximately two-thirds of its reintegration training after a year in Bosnia. As will be discussed in detail below, recovery plans normally require at least nine months. This chapter examines some of the challenges that units experience attempting to maintain MTW proficiency in the Bosnia AOR. This chapter also examines rotation time lines to determine if US Army divisions can respond to MTWs in accordance with current and future time standards.
The Bosnia SASO mission challenges Army strategic capabilities because it forces units to train away from their wartime METL. Though the Army participates in other SASO missions worldwide, most other missions allow units to train their METL. For example, the Army sends only light infantry units to the Sinai peacekeeping mission, while mechanized units execute CENTCOM exercises in Kuwait. Both areas allow units freedom to sustain and improve METL tasks. When preparing for SASO missions in Bosnia, commanders planned to use all available time to sustain warfighting skills, yet they had to train and improve peacekeeping skills at the risk of losing MTW proficiency. For example, leaders must constantly train and review force protection measures which have a direct bearing on casualties, property loss, and morale, all of which affect the mission. FM 25-100 references continuous training once a unit has deployed to a war zone. It says “effective training is the number one priority of senior leaders in peacetime. In wartime, training continues with a priority second only to combat or to the support of combat operations.” SASOs are not considered “war.” However, commanders recognize, perhaps from training doctrine, that training for the current mission must continue. The challenge has been and will continue to be how to sustain combat tasks in this environment. For example, Task Force Eagle’s tasks were to establish and maintain a fixed or mobile checkpoint in the AOR to facilitate freedom of movement for civilians, monitor former warring factions (FWF), confiscate contraband, and on order, block movement. These tasks facilitate peacekeeping and stability operations yet have little use in combat for maneuver units. This type of SASO mission
degrades warfighting proficiencies. The next portion of this chapter will compare sustainment doctrine with SASO missions from the Task Force Eagle commander's perspective.

As Major General Bill Nash, the first commander of Task Force Eagle recalled:

I am thoroughly convinced that our success is directly proportional to credibility and proficiency at warfighting. The environment has some differences, yes, but the differences are more tactics, techniques and procedures than doctrine.... The thing to remember is that we are warfighters.  

Nash believed that stability and support operations skills were subordinate to warfighting skills. He indicated that a unit is only as successful as it is proficient in warfighting or MTW tasks. This commander implied that the discipline of a proficient unit will bring success in a SASO mission. Task Force Eagle commander's guidance challenged soldiers to become proficient in basic soldier skills with only a few additions.

Train on the basic warfighting skills based on CTT requirements, MOS specific and collective warfighting tasks. Units will focus on individual squad/crew and platoon-level operations using the principles established in the latest references. Again, troop leading procedures to include rehearsals and PCIs as well as battle drills, must be emphasized.

Nash suggested that the US brings a warfighting capability that gains more respect than those armies who only conduct peacekeeping. The V Corps commander listed task force objectives and included three conventional maneuver tasks: movement to contact, hasty attack, and hasty defense. These tasks likely derived from a mission analysis in which the planners determined a
potential combat operation. The Commander emphasized the following training objectives:

- Protect the Force.
- Conduct Recon and Security Operations.
- React to Extremist (individuals, paramilitary, state sponsored professionals).
- React to Non-Governmental Organizations/Private Organizations.
- Synchronize Combat Operations in an Enforcement Situation.
- Sustain the Force.
- Conduct Information Operations.

This list became Task Force Eagle’s METL while in Bosnia because the unit had to sustain these tasks to ensure their success. Because the division must also train its MTW mission, the commander must now train to sustain two METLs: SASO and MTW. The commander normally does not have the resources in terms of time and assets to train for both.

The Bosnia AOR severely restricted MTW sustainment training. This situation forced commanders to focus training efforts on individual and leadership tasks. Due to the mission, the environment, and available equipment, mechanized combat forces cannot conduct collective training above the platoon level. Combat support and CSS units face similar problems based on their assigned missions in the AOR. Due to these restrictions, commanders focus training on leadership at the individual and crew levels. As stated above, MG Kevin Byrnes, Commander, 1st Cavalry Division, considered Bosnia an excellent opportunity to improve small-unit leadership skills among soldiers in otherwise technical positions. According to his statement, Byrnes accepted the temporary
reduction in overall readiness with an increase in discipline, cohesion, and
teamwork.

During the first Bosnia deployments soldiers conducted home-station
training, followed by certification training at Hohenfels, Germany, as a
prerequisite to enter the SASO AOR. New soldier training became necessary as
a result of continued turbulence within deployed units. Army schools, Permanent
Change of Station (PCS), End of Term of Service (ETS), and a variety of
personal and domestic challenges contributed to the need for this program.
Such turbulence affects both garrison and deployed units equally; however, units
deployed to the Bosnia AOR cannot easily retrain or requalify soldiers on their
weapon systems. CALL recorded the following from Task Force Eagle's
experiences: "[A]s the mission continued, M1/M2 crew changeover took its toll.
Many crew members separated from the service, retired, [PCS'd], attended
schools, or moved to other jobs." Personnel challenges have a direct impact
on a mechanized unit's ability to maintain qualified crews.

Qualification gunnery is a prerequisite for both MTW and SASO
readiness. M1/M2 crewmen must deploy as qualified crews. Since missions
were twenty-four hours per day, maintaining qualified and proficient crews
became a significant problem. Based on these limitations, commanders
concentrated training efforts at platoon level and below for training and
qualification. During the deployment, the most degradable skills were
marksmanship and gunnery.
Individual weapons firing, pre-gunnery, and gunnery represent the three components of marksmanship. Small arms ranges were plentiful and assessable to units at their base camps. However, there was not enough maneuver space to construct full-scale practice ranges for tank and Bradley gunnery. Therefore, units used micro-armor and small-scale ranges to practice engagements and to rehearse gunnery skills. Pre-gunnery occurred at both base camp and during check point duty.

Task Force Eagle units had all available personnel and equipment to conduct sustainment training gunnery and platoon-level maneuver. Their challenge was time. Task Force Eagle soldiers, guided by their Master Gunner (MG), built Tank Crew Proficiency Courses (TCPC) and Bradley Crew Proficiency Courses (BCPC). They used scaled targets and training devices known as the Tank Weapon Gunnery Simulation System (TWGSS) and Precision Gunnery System (PGS). In one case, a unit discovered a two-mile stretch of road, free of mines and minimum civilian traffic. With minor engineer effort, this piece of road became a decent TCPC/BCPC course. Once declared safe or certified for live fire, units rotated, by company, to the Taborfalva Training Area (TTA) located in Hungary, sixty kilometers southwest of Budapest. Each mechanized company conducted an eight-day rotation which consisted of roughly two days of movement (to and from); two days to draw and return equipment; one day of Tactical Table IV (TTIV) (day and night dry fire, similar to TCPC/BCPC); a maintenance/prep day before one day and night of Tactical Table VIII (TTVIII)(qualification gunnery). Finally they conducted platoon
training, which consisted of Tactical Table XI (TTXI) (platoon gunnery, dry fire, day and night), followed by Tactical Table XII (TTXII) (live fire, day and night), which included platoon fire control and limited maneuver training. This was an extremely tight schedule, especially because crews fired day and night tables and had little time to retrain weak crews. One of the benefits of this gunnery training was the 7th Army Training Command (7 ATC) provided all range support to include weapon systems, M1s and M2s. Though this training provides a good sustainment effort, it is deficient in two areas.

Once again, constrained by time, there was no opportunity to fire a complete gunnery exercise which includes intermediate gunner tables such as Tactical Table V (TTV) (machine gun training), Tactical Table VI (TTVI) (defensive engagements using the 120-mm cannon), and TTVII (similar to the TTVIII qualification table). These exercises train proficiency with all vehicle weapon systems employed both individually or in combination with other systems. By not conducting these intermediate exercises, crews fired poorly on both the crew and platoon qualification tables. Second, this brief exercise did not sufficiently train new crews or new crew members joining experienced crews. This training opportunity may have been the most convenient training opportunity for mechanized units deployed to Bosnia. It perhaps allowed crews to meet SASO standards for possible contingency operations or quick reaction force (QRF) missions. Its weakness is that it makes crews little more than “familiar” with firing their weapon systems. This method of gunnery does not meet MTW readiness standards.
This analysis shows that MTW sustainment is almost impossible above platoon level and extremely difficult below that level. Units could not conduct company-team-level or higher maneuver training. The next section will discuss specific time requirements devoted to train up and recovery operations. It will focus on the 1st Cavalry Division, which was the first mechanized division to deploy from CONUS and execute a SASO mission in Bosnia. Finally this analysis will show how a Bosnia rotation prevents the Army from maintaining its dual MTW capability. As stated above, a Bosnia SASO affects up to three divisions at once. Though not within the scope of this research paper, US commitment to Kosovo will further reduce the number of available divisions for MTW missions.

Because units normally have no previous record or knowledge of peacekeeping operations, training and preparation must start at the most basic level. Peacekeeping units receive their mission no sooner than six months before deployment. Once tasked, units normally end combat-oriented training up to three months before deployment and began training SASO tasks. They will spend these three months training for their SASO mission at home or at a CTC. SASO missions normally last from six months to one year, followed by a reintegration or retraining plan that will take from three to six months for CS and CSS units and from six to nine months for maneuver units. In some cases, like the 1st Cavalry Division, the reintegration plan lasted more than nine months because each of three brigades had to rebuild even though only two brigades actually deployed to Bosnia. The 3rd Brigade became a “force provider” for the
division that made it combat ineffective throughout the rotation.\textsuperscript{74} CALL suggests that units who do not deploy with their parent unit normally provide significant pieces of equipment and/or personnel to the deploying forces. This will normally render the stay-behind force combat ineffective-unable to sustain warfighting skills.\textsuperscript{75} Hence the effects of SASO normally cripple a division's stay behind force; therefore, the entire division must recover.

The 1st Cavalry Division could not maintain METL proficiency while deployed to Bosnia. Based on their "Return to Readiness" plan, division readiness suffered most in the combat arms arena. As stated above, the TTA provided adequate sustainment training however, the 7th Army Training Command closed this facility before the 1st Cavalry Division's deployment, which caused an even greater reduction in unit readiness for combat arms units.

Combat support elements (Engineers, Air Defense, Military Intelligence, and Signal Corps) remained moderately proficient from individual through platoon level. Likewise CSS units remained effective throughout the exercise. Other skills severely degraded during the deployment were combined arms and crew-level tasks such as breaching, brigade and task force-level maneuver, and deep operations planning and coordination. Though the division had planned to use "all available" time to maximize training while in Bosnia, their efforts rendered the unit only partially trained with almost a year-long recovery plan.\textsuperscript{76}

The 1st Cavalry Division received the Bosnia mission in approximately January 1998. They began deploying in October 1998 and completed redeployment in October 1999. Two brigades deployed for six months each. Of
the two deploying brigades, the 1st Brigade Combat Team returned in March 1999 and began a series of recovery exercises, which will conclude with a National Training Center (NTC) rotation scheduled for January 2000. The 2d Brigade Combat Team initiated reintegration training in September 1999 and will conduct an NTC rotation in May 2000. The 3d Brigade Combat Team, though it did not deploy as a brigade, conducted a similar train-up and NTC rotation from September through October 1999.\textsuperscript{77} As stated above, it is likely that the 3d Brigade Combat Team also required a train-up to regain METL proficiency. These train-up periods included maximum leave along with leadership and other job changes. Armor battalions conducted a second new equipment training (NET) exercise to reorient its mechanics and crewmen to the M1A2 tank. The 1st Cavalry Division had completed its first NET to receive the M1A2 before the SASO deployment. In addition, each unit completed platoon, company/team, and battalion/task force maneuver training in preparation for their NTC rotation. Combat support and CSS units experienced similar training deficiencies while deployed to Bosnia.

Combat support and CSS units usually have a shorter retraining period because they normally continue to train or conduct basic METL tasks during SASO missions. Planners must consider the massive amounts of equipment and vehicles that are unique to CSS units and how these constraints effect the movement timeline.\textsuperscript{78} However, the general principle applies: the longer the unit spends training and executing military operations other than war (MOOTW), the longer it will take to retrain or refresh the unit with its MTW METL. For
example, a medical unit deployed to Bosnia made only one minor change to its training regime. The unit included health support for coalition forces in addition to US forces. Combat and CS units experience extended retraining timelines because these soldiers normally conduct missions away from their primary Mission Occupational Specialty (MOS).

Whether a unit is involved in peacekeeping or peace enforcement, the unit must develop a viable plan to maintain its combat proficiencies. Training doctrine is effective in designing sustainment training plans, yet the training infrastructure of Bosnia did not allow rotating units to sustain warfighting capabilities. Units could not train at levels higher than platoon, which forced them to concentrate on small unit and individual training as opposed to larger scale company/team and battalion/task force training. After Bosnia SASO deployments, units return to home station untrained in warfighting tasks. Current training doctrine requires units to perform a complete range of individual through collective tasks at each level normally ending with a CTC rotation; during this “down time” the Army cannot perform its dual MTW mission. For example, if Iraq attacked Kuwait again, as in August 1990 when the Army boasted eighteen active duty divisions, it would take longer to prepare and deploy the necessary force to remove Iraqi forces from Kuwait. Today, the Army has only ten active duty divisions, three of which are either preparing for, executing, or recovering from a Bosnia rotation. It is also likely that the Army will rotate units to Kosovo similar to the current Bosnia rotation model. Such commitments will extend the
Army’s response timeline. The next chapter will analyze the effects of SASO missions on battle staffs.\textsuperscript{80}

CHAPTER 4

How SASOs Impact Mechanized Division Battle Staffs

Battle staffs experience major training challenges throughout the course of a SASO mission. The majority of available information suggests that Army staffs, from battalion to division level, have performed extremely well during peacekeeping operations. Communications technology, for example, allowed commanders to plan and coordinate efficiently over long distances and rough terrain.\textsuperscript{81} Units also used the video teleconference (VTC) to provide real-time “face-to-face” and voice communications between the geographically dispersed locations, which saved travel time and associated costs.\textsuperscript{82} However, there is limited information on how SASOs degrade the division battle staff. Most divisions conduct full-scale Warfighter Exercises (WFX) several months after returning from their rotation to Bosnia. For example, the 1st Cavalry Division redeployed in October 1999 and will conduct their WFX in the spring of 2000. Along with leadership and personnel rotations, it is difficult to accurately measure how SASOs impact division battle staffs. In addition, most staff sections rotate between the primary and deputy staff members throughout the year long rotation. For example, the G2 might deploy for the first six months and rotate his or her deputy or assistant for the final six months.\textsuperscript{83} Staffs generally perform the same planning and coordination duties in peace operations as in war. However, SASO missions degrade the staff’s warfighting skills and proficiencies simply
because the environment and operating procedures prevent the primary battle staff members from planning and coordinating combat operations for at least a year.

There are a variety of factors that impact the staff's warfighting skills. First, standard division staffs typically do not deploy to Bosnia. 84 For example, 1st Cavalry Division's command structure while deployed to Bosnia consisted of a skeleton division staff, which included one BCT, with its three maneuver battalions and supporting elements. During the rotation the BCT staff executed the dual functions of the division and brigade-level staffs, while a battalion conducted all the duties associated with manning and operating two separate base camps simultaneously. 85

Another factor that impacts division staff proficiency is that the division must act as a division-level, Multi-National "Combined Forces" task force consisting of elements from 11 nations, which are a mix of NATO and non-NATO forces. Field Manual 71-100 states "US Army Divisions are designed and expected to operate with integrated forces, that is multi-national forces operating under the control of a US division headquarters or one of its brigades." 86 Because of this configuration, standard division battle staff competencies did not apply. 87 The staff simply focused its efforts on situational awareness and decision-making products for the commander and other coordination tasks. The most detailed evidence of staff degradation after a Bosnia rotation comes from the Combat Maneuver Training Center (CMTC).
The CMTC conducted two United States Army Europe (USAREUR)-directed WFXs in 1997 with two brigades that had recently re-deployed from Bosnia. Both brigades had the same commander and battle staff throughout the Bosnia rotation. The WFX marked a transition back to an MTW focus for these units after six to nine months in Bosnia. USAREUR's goal for these exercises was to assess the impact of SASOs on critical battle staff skills.

An analysis of five of the seven battlefield operating systems (BOS) showed moderate weaknesses; however, there were no major discrepancies. The SASO environment forced these units to alter decision-making formats and coordination methods. The next portion of this chapter shows how Bosnia rotations affected the BOS of Command and Control (C2), Fire Support, Mobility/Survivability, Air Defense, and Intelligence.

Units could not adequately sustain MTW tactical operations center or TOC operations while deployed to Bosnia. One of the staff's many functions is to provide recommended COAs to the commander. The requirements of peace operations caused these staffs to lose focus on important aspects of the Military Decision Making Process (MDMP) or situational awareness and allowed them to develop techniques more suitable for peacekeeping, but inadequate for warfighting. A primary example was TOC operations between day and night shifts. Planning and coordination during peacekeeping operations normally happen during daylight hours. Units, therefore, did not fully staff the TOC during hours of darkness, which allows the primary staff section representative or most experienced portion to focus on the most important missions. Night shifts
monitored radios, but they did not act as a fully functioning TOC crew. Therefore, during the WFX, night shifts experienced difficulty executing tasks such as counter-reconnaissance, counter-mobility, and survivability operations.\textsuperscript{89} Night crews were weak in synchronizing these and other routine nighttime operations.

Other BOS areas that showed weaknesses were Fire Support, Mobility/Survivability, and Air Defense. Due to the nature of peace operations, there was little use of these CS systems while deployed to Bosnia. During the WFX, the commander’s guidance for fires lacked the necessary detail to effectively plan, synchronize, and deliver fires in support of maneuver. Hence, Brigade Combat Teams (BCT) experienced difficulties planning triggers, coordinated firing lines (CFLs), counterfires and radars, engagement criteria, and other control measures.\textsuperscript{90}

Under the Mobility/Survivability BOS, the battle staff was slow in transitioning from offense to defense. This action delayed the shaping of engagement areas, the siting M1/M2 fighting positions, and maximum use of engineer digging assets. Further, the battle staff failed to adequately plan Family of Scatterable Mines (FASCAM) and situational obstacles for both ground and air employment. They planned these munitions as “targets of opportunity” instead of linking them to named areas of interest (NAI) or target areas of interest (TAI) which demonstrates a failure in synchronization.\textsuperscript{91}

Under the Air Defense BOS, the Air Defense Battery was well integrated into the planning system. However the Air Defense annex and operations order
were inadequate; these products did not assign specific air defense missions that each unit must accomplish. Under the Intelligence BOS, the most significant problems were preparing and executing the Reconnaissance and Surveillance Plan. The plan lacked synchronization and a designated person to monitor its execution. There were also gaps in the intelligence-collection plan, which generated poor enemy tracking and dissemination of dubious information down to subordinate units. Each of these deficiencies was a clear sign that these units had not trained together on warfighting tasks for a significant period of time. This evidence suggests that SASO missions in Bosnia offer little, if any, opportunity to sustain battle staff warfighting skills.

CONCLUSION

Divisions cannot sustain readiness throughout the course of a Bosnia rotation because the environment will not allow MTW training. These missions restrict training to individual and, on occasion, crew- or squad-level training but prevent collective training because of a lack of assets and resources. In addition, the Bosnia SASO will not afford the time to conduct collective maneuver training either actual nor simulated above the platoon level. Finally, mechanized divisions conduct missions that do not require their primary weapon systems, which impacts M1 and M2 crew-level readiness.

Likewise division battle staffs do not perform or execute doctrinal warfighting skills while deployed to Bosnia. SASO staffs processes in Bosnia have proven extremely efficient for peacekeeping missions. However, this
research shows that complete division battle staffs do not deploy to Bosnia. Further, daily operations do not require warfighting functions, and there are no staff training assets in the AOR. Once redeployed, battle staffs must retrain and usually execute a WFX in order to regain battle staff competencies.

Finally, Bosnia SASOs force units to reorganize completely once redeployed. Current reintegration plans consume at least nine months which includes a complete trainup from individual to brigade collective tasks followed by a CTC rotation. Therefore a Bosnia SASO commits a division for at least two years; from alert notification, through trainup, execution, and reintegration. During this lengthy period, units are incapable of executing their MTW mission.

There is no clear solution to this dilemma. The Army has recently announced a partial solution by incorporating RC units in Bosnia rotations. The use of RC forces to augment AC forces should reduce the operational tempo (OPTEMPO) of the active force. Challenges include achieving a majority of RC participation in order to reduce the strain on AC forces. A possible structure for future Bosnia rotations would be a mixed division headquarters with one RC brigade and three AC battalions; one battalion from each of the three AC brigades from the supporting AC division. Using this combination, AC divisions could continue to focus on the "most dangerous" or MTW missions with only three battalions and assorted staff personnel committed to the SASO. Assuming that there are no changes in the Army's current strength and the current JSCP does not change, this concept might increase AC readiness. However, this plan presents an increased sacrifice by RC soldiers and the local community because
these soldiers normally represent a significant portion of the local work force. A better solution would require additional resources in terms of force structure, training doctrine, and additional personnel, which is beyond the scope of this research effort. Though there is no immediate solution, this research paper might help clarify the problem.
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